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SECTION 1100 - CONTROL, MEASUREMENT AND BASIS OF PAYMENT

1100.0 Contractor Responsibilities

The Contractor shall be responsible to be fully informed of, and shall comply with all sections of
these Standards and Specifications, applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders of
the city, county, state, federal or public bodies having jurisdiction affecting the work.

1110.00 Scope

This section applies to all work completed under City contracts associated with Capital
Improvement Projects. The intent of this section is to specify measurement and payment methods
to be used for the construction that is typical among most City Capital Improvement Projects.
This section shall cover details pertaining to measurement units and methods, partial payments,
retainage withholding and release, and details on what is considered to be part of the Work.
Additionally this section covers modifications and substitutions of costs and prices should the
need arise.

1120.00 General Requirements

1121.00 Procurement and Contracting Requirements

Procurement and contracting for the construction of capital and other improvements follows
procedures set forth in the Purchasing Ordinance in the Arvada Municipal Code.

1121.01 Taxes

The Contractor will pay all applicable sales, use and other similar taxes required by the laws of
the State of Colorado and as set forth in the Arvada Municipal Code. Where a project is exempt
from such tax, the amount of such tax shall not be included in any bid proposal submitted to the
City. The Contractor shall file with the Project Engineer a certified copy of the Certification of
Exemption, prior to commencing Work.

1121.02 Notice to Proceed

The Notice to Proceed shall be issued within seven (7) calendar days of the execution of the
Contract by the Owner. Should there be a reason why the Notice to Proceed cannot be issued
within such a period, the time may be extended by mutual agreement between the owner and the
Contractor.
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1121.03 Preconstruction Conference

A meeting of City project personnel, Contractor project personnel and other stakeholders will be
held prior to the beginning of construction of all projects, at which topics pertinent to the
successful prosecution of the work will be discussed.

1121.04 Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECP) by the Contractor

The Contractor is encouraged to develop and offer proposals for improved construction
techniques, alternative materials, and other innovations.  Proposals must provide a project
comparable to the Owner’s original design either at lower cost, improved quality, or both.  Bid
prices shall not be based on the anticipated approval of a Value Engineering Change Proposal
(VECP).  Proposals shall be submitted only by the successful bidder after contract award.  Net
cost savings shall be split equally between the Contractor and the Owner.  Any delay to the
project due to a VECP submittal and review shall be considered within the Contractor’s control
and will be non-excusable with the exception of those delays that are approved as part of the
VECP.  The Contractor shall have no claim against the Owner for additional costs or delays
resulting from the rejection or untimely acceptance of a VECP.

1121.04.01 Submittal of Conceptual Proposal

If submitting a proposal that requires a significant amount of design or other resources, the
Contractor may submit an abbreviated Conceptual Proposal for preliminary evaluation which
should include, at a minimum, the below items:

1. General description of the difference between the existing Contract and the proposed
change, and the advantages and disadvantages of each, including effects on service
life, maintenance costs, ease of maintenance, desired appearance, safety, and impacts
to the traveling public or to the environment during and after construction.

2. Conceptual plans and a description of proposed changes to the Contract specifications.
3. Statement specifying the following

a. when a response to the conceptual proposal is required to avoid delays to the
existing contract prosecution.

b. the amount of time necessary to develop the full Proposal.
c. the date by which a Contract Modification Order must be executed to obtain

maximum benefit from the Proposal.
d. the Proposal’s impact on time for completing the Contract.

1121.04.02 Submittal of Full Value Engineering Change Proposal

Change Proposal should include, at a minimum, the below items:
1. General description of the difference between the existing Contract and the proposed

change, and the advantages and disadvantages of each, including effects on service
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life, maintenance costs, ease of maintenance, desired appearance, safety, and impacts
to the traveling public or to the environment during and after construction.

2. A complete set of plans and specifications showing the proposed revisions relative to
the original Contract. This portion of the submittal shall include design notes,
construction details, and any additional documentation such as, but not limited to,
surveys, geotechnical reports, documentation, or calculations and shop drawings
required to complete the work.

3. The proposed plans and specifications shall be signed and sealed by the Contractor’s
Colorado licensed Professional Engineer.

4. A cost comparison, summarizing all  the items that the proposed VECP replaces,
reduces, eliminates, adds, or otherwise changes from the original Contract work,
including all impacts to traffic control, detours and all other changes.

5. A description of any previous use or testing of the proposed changes and the
conditions and results.

6. An estimate of any effects the VECP will have on other costs to the Owner.

7. A statement of life cycle costs, when appropriate.  Life cycle costs will not be
considered as part of cost savings but shall be calculated for additional support of the
Proposal.

8. Statement specifying when a response to the proposal is required, the date by which a
Contract Modification Order must be executed to obtain maximum benefit from the
Proposal, and the Proposal’s impact on time for completing the Contract.

1121.04.03 VECP Proposal Acceptance

If the VECP is accepted, a Contract Modification Order will authorize the changes and payment.
At the completion of the project, the Contractor shall furnish the City  with PE-stamped Record
sets, and As-Constructed plans showing the VECP work.

1121.04.04 VECP Proposal Rejection

The Project Engineer may reject any Proposal that requires excessive time or costs for review,
evaluation, or investigation.  Proposals that lower the quality of the intended project or require
Right of Way acquisition will be rejected.  If a VECP is rejected, the work shall be completed in
accordance with the Contract at contract bid prices.
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The City retains the right to utilize any accepted Proposal or part thereof on other projects
without obligation to the Contractor.

1121.05 Changes in Contract Price

The contract price on City projects may be changed only by a Change Order. The value of any
work covered by a Change Order or of any claim for increase or decrease in the contract price
shall be determined by one or more of the following methods in the order of precedence listed
below:

1. Contract Unit Prices. If a change is ordered in an item of work covered by a contract
unit or lump sum price, then an adjustment in the contract price will be made based
upon the increase or decrease in quantity of the contract unit or lump sum price.

2. Agreed Prices. Adjustments in contract price for changes ordered that are not covered
by contract unit or lump sum price, will be determined by agreement between
Contractor and Owner. If unable to reach agreement, the Owner may direct the
Contractor to proceed on the basis of extra work in accordance with Paragraph 3
below.

3. Extra Work. When the price for extra work cannot be agreed upon, the Owner will pay
for the extra work based on the accumulation of costs as provided below.

a. Daily Reports by Contractor. At the close of each working day, the
Contractor shall submit a daily report to the Project Engineer, together with
applicable delivery tickets, listing all labor, materials, and equipment for that
day, and for other services and expenditures when authorized. An attempt
shall be made to reconcile the report daily, and it shall be signed by the
Project Engineer and the Contractor. In the event of disagreement, pertinent
notes shall be entered by each party to explain points which cannot be
resolved immediately. Each party shall retain a signed copy of the report.
Reports by subcontractors or others shall be submitted through the
Contractor. Contractor’s daily reports shall itemize the following:

i. Labor. The report shall show the names of workers,
classifications, and hours worked.

ii. Material. The report shall describe and list quantities of
materials used.

iii. Equipment. The report shall show type of equipment, size and
hours of Operation, including loading and transport, if
applicable.

iv. Other Services and Expenditures. Other services and
expenditures shall be described in such detail as the Project
Engineer may require.

b. Basis for Establishing Costs.
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i. Labor. The costs of labor will be the actual cost for wages for
each craft or type of workers at the time the extra work is done,
plus employer payments of payroll taxes and insurance, health
and welfare, pension, vacation, and other direct costs resulting
from federal, state or local laws, as well as assessments or
benefits required by lawful collective bargaining agreements.
The use of a labor classification which would increase the extra
work cost will not be permitted unless the Contractor
establishes the necessity for such additional costs. Labor costs
for equipment operators and helpers shall be reported only
when such costs are not included in the invoice for equipment
rental.

ii. Materials. The cost of materials, or equipment to be
incorporated in the work, shall be at invoice or lowest current
price at which such materials are locally available and
delivered to the job site in the quantities involved, plus freight
and delivery. The Owner reserves the right to approve materials
and sources of supply, or to supply materials to the Contractor
if necessary for the progress of the extra work. No markup
shall be applied to any material provided by the Owner.

iii. Tool and Equipment Rental. No payment will be made for the
use of tools which have a replacement value of $400 or less.
Regardless of Ownership, the rates to be used in determining
equipment rental costs shall not exceed rates approved or
authorized by the City at the time the extra work is performed
in accordance with CDOT Standard Specifications 109.04(c).
The rental rates paid shall include the cost of fuel, oil,
lubrication, supplies, small tools, necessary attachments,
repairs and maintenance of any kind, depreciation, storage,
insurance and all incidentals. Necessary loading and
transportation costs for equipment used in performing the extra
work shall be included. If equipment is used intermittently and,
when not in use, could be returned to its rental source at less
expense to the Owner than holding it at the work site, it shall
be returned, unless the Contractor elects to keep it at the work
site at no expense to the Owner. The reported rental time for
equipment already at the job site shall be the duration of its use
on the extra work, commencing at the time it is first put into
actual operation on the extra work.
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iv. Other Items. The Owner may authorize other items which may
be required on the extra work. Such items include labor,
services, material and equipment which are different in their
nature from those required for the work and which are of a type
not ordinarily available from the Contractor or any of the
subcontractors. Invoices covering all such items in detail shall
be submitted with the request for payment.

v. Invoices. Vendors' invoices for material, equipment rental, and
other expenditures, shall be submitted with the request for
payment. If the request for payment is not substantiated by
invoices or other documentation, the Project Engineer may
establish the cost of the item involved at the lowest price which
was current at the time of the report.

c. Markup
i. Work by Contractor. The following percentage shall be added to

the Contractor's costs and shall constitute the markup for all
overhead and profits:

● Labor (1.67 x certified payroll) 15
● Materials 15
● Equipment Rental 10
● Other Items and Expenditures 10

ii. Work by Subcontractor. When all or any part of the extra work
is performed by a subcontractor, the markup established herein
shall be applied to the subcontractor's actual cost of such work,
to which a markup of five percent on the subcontracted portion
of the extra work may be added by the Contractor.

4. Other Causes. Any other cause which, in the opinion of the Project Engineer, entitles
the Contractor to additional time, including but not restricted to acts of the public
enemy, acts of any government in either its sovereign or any applicable contractual
capacity, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes
and unforeseeable severe abnormal weather.

1121.06 Changes in Contract Time

The contract time on City projects may be changed only by a Change Order. The Contractor shall
notify the Project Engineer promptly and in writing of any occurrence or conditions which, in the
Contractor's opinion, entitle him to an extension or reduction in contract time. Such notice shall
be submitted in ample time to permit full investigation and evaluation of the Contractor's claim.
Failure to provide such notice shall constitute a waiver by the Contractor of any claim. The
Project Engineer shall acknowledge the Contractor's notice within seven days of its receipt.
Changes in contract time for the completion of the work shall be stipulated by Change Order:
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1. When changes in the work occur.
2. When work is suspended by the Owner.
3. For unforeseeable causes beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the

Contractor, his subcontractor or supplier and which were not the result of their fault or
negligence.

4. When delays in the progress of the work caused by:
a. Any act or neglect of the Owner, his employees or agents.
b. Other Contractors employed by the Owner.
c. Any delay in furnishing of drawings, information or return of shop drawings

by the Project Engineer.
d. Any other cause which, in the opinion of the Project Engineer, entitles the

Contractor to additional time, including but not restricted to acts of the public
enemy, acts of any government in either its sovereign or any applicable
contractual capacity, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes,
freight embargoes and unforeseeable severe abnormal weather.

1121.07 Time for Completion and Liquidated Damages

The date of beginning and the time for completion of the work on City projects are essential
conditions of the contract documents and the work embraced shall be commenced on the date
specified in the Notice to Proceed.

The Contractor will proceed with the work at such rate of progress to ensure full completion
within the contract time. It is expressly understood and agreed, by and between the Contractor
and the Owner, that the contract time for the completion of the work described in the contract
documents is a reasonable time, taking into consideration the average climatic and economic
conditions and other factors prevailing in the locality of the work.

A daily charge will be made against the Contractor for each calendar day, including free time,
that any work remains uncompleted after the expiration of contract time. This daily charge,
determined by the original contract amount for the project from the table herein below, will be
deducted from any money due the Contractor. This deduction will be considered liquidated
damages, not a penalty.

The general schedule of liquidated damages set forth below is an amount, agreed to by the
Contractor and the Owner, as reasonably representing additional construction engineering costs
incurred by the Owner if the Contractor fails to complete performance within the contract time
on City or Arvada  projects. Final determination of Liquidated Damages shall be determined by
the Owner’s Project Engineer and will reside within the executed contract documents.
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Liquidated Damages Schedule

Original Contract Amount

Daily ChargeFrom
More Than

To and
Including

$0 $150,000 $500
150,001 250,000 600
250,001 500,000 800
500,001 1,000,000 1,400

1,000,001 2,000,000 2,000
2,000,001 4,000,000 3,300
4,000,001 10,000,000 3,900

Over $10,000,000 - daily charge will increase by $300 increments for each $1,000,000 over
$10,000,000.

Permitting the Contractor to continue and finish the work or any part thereof after elapse of
contract time will not operate as a waiver on the part of the Owner of any of its rights under the
contract.

Any deduction assessed as liquidated damages under this section shall not relieve the Contractor
from liability for any damages or costs resulting from delays to other Contractors on the project
or other projects caused by a failure of the assessed Contractor to complete the work according to
contract times.

The Contractor shall not be charged with liquidated damages or any excess cost when a change
in contract time is approved as outlined in Section 1121.07 - Time for Completion and
Liquidated Damages of these Standards and Specifications.

The Owner shall have the right to deduct the amount of liquidated damages from any monies due
or to become due to the Contractor, or to sue for and recover compensation for damages for
non-performance of the work, from the Contractor and his surety, as stipulated in the contract
documents.

1121.08 Contractor Claims for Adjustment and Disputes

This section details the process through which a Contractor and Arvada (the “Parties”) agree to
resolve any issue that may result in a dispute. The intent of this process is to resolve issues early,
efficiently, and as close to the project level as possible. Specific time frames may be extended by
mutual consent of the Parties. In these subsections, when a time frame ends on a Saturday,
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Sunday, or holiday, the time frame shall be extended to the next scheduled work day. As used in
this section, “day” means calendar day.

An “Issue” is defined as the following:

● A conflict between any instructions, interpretations, or directives, issued by the Project
Engineer and the Contract Documents;

● Error(s) or omission(s) in the Contract Documents;
● A difference in site condition from what was represented in the Contract Documents;
● Any instruction, interpretation, or directive issued by the Project Engineer resulting in

acceleration or deceleration of the Contractor’s performance under the Contract
Documents;

● Any delay, regardless of cause, encountered by the Contractor; or
● Any other matter or circumstance that the Contractor believes requires a change in the

Contract Documents, time for performance or deadlines, or contract amount.

A “Dispute” is an Issue which the Contractor and the Project Engineer have not been able to
resolve in a timely manner.

The Contractor shall be barred from pursuing any administrative, equitable, or legal remedy for
any Issue when:

● The Contractor did not bring the Issue to the Project Engineer’s attention in writing
within 14 days of the Contractor becoming  aware of the Issue or within 14 days of when
the Contractor should have become aware of the issue; or

● The Contractor failed to continually (weekly or as otherwise approved by both Parties)
work with Arvada toward a resolution.

The process set forth in this section 1121.08 - Contractor Claims for Adjustment and Disputes of
these Standards and Specifications shall be exhausted in its entirety prior to the initiation of any
litigation. Failure to comply with the requirements set forth in this section 1121.08 bars
Contractor from any further administrative, equitable, or legal remedies.

1. Prerequisites to Commencing the Dispute Resolution Process.
a. Contractor Request for Adjustment.

i. If the Contractor encounters an Issue, the Contractor shall give the Project
Engineer written notice of the Issue and request an adjustment or change
to the Contract Documents (“Request”) within 14 days of discovering the
Issue necessitating a Request.  For the purposes of this section, an e-mail
to the Project Engineer will constitute written notice.

ii. The Request must contain the below information at the time it is submitted
to the Project Engineer.  Failure to provide all the information listed below
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will result in an incomplete Request that will not be considered by the
Project Engineer.

1. Date;
2. Clearly labeled with sequential numbering (if Contractor is

making multiple Requests);
3. A complete description of the Issue, possible Contractor actions or

solutions to minimize the costs of the Request, and an estimate of
the adjustment in the contract time or contract amount, as
applicable; and

4. All relevant documents and materials supporting the Request.

b. Contractor’s Obligations.

i. Contractor shall permit the Project Engineer to examine and copy any
other records the Project Engineer may deem necessary to determine the
facts or contentions involved in the Request.

ii. Contractor shall keep full and complete records of the costs and additional
time incurred for any Request.

iii. The Contractor shall retain those records until there is a final resolution of
the Request or subsequent Claim, or for three years after acceptance of the
project, whichever is longer.

iv. Following submission of a Request, the Contractor shall diligently
continue performance of its obligations under the Contract Documents to
the maximum extent possible.

v. Contractor shall work with the Project Engineer to negotiate an acceptable
resolution to the Request.

c. Project Engineer’s Duties.

i. The Project Engineer will maintain a record composed of all written
documentation comprising the Request until there is a final resolution of
the Request,  subsequent Claim, or Appeal pursuant to this section
1121.08.

ii. The Project Engineer shall respond in writing to any timely Request
within 21 days of receipt of the complete and itemized Request.   The
Project Engineer shall consider all documentation and materials provided
by Contractor in support of its Request. The Project Engineer may reject a
Request if such Request is incomplete. Failure of the Project Engineer to
respond within the 21 day time period shall be deemed a denial of the
Request.

d. If the Project Engineer and Contractor agree to an adjustment or change, the
Project Engineer shall facilitate an amendment to the Contract Documents in
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accordance with the Contract Documents and any other City Code requirements.
An amendment is not effective and binding until it is executed by the Parties in
writing.

e. If a Request is denied by the Project Engineer, in whole or in part, and the Project
Engineer and Contractor are otherwise unable to reach an agreement, the Issue
becomes a Dispute and Contractor may initiate the Dispute Resolution Process
detailed below.

2. Dispute Resolution Process. To initiate the dispute resolution process, the Contractor
shall provide written Notice of Intent to Claim to the City Engineer upon 14 days of the
Project Engineer’s denial of the Request. Claims made pursuant to this Dispute
Resolution Process will not be considered unless the Contractor has first complied with
the prerequisites to commencing the dispute resolution process, as set forth in Section 1
above.

a. Contractor shall diligently continue performance of the Contract Documents
during the Dispute Resolution Process to the maximum extent possible.

b. Written Notice of Intent to Claim. The written Notice of Intent to Claim shall be
clearly titled as “Notice of Intent to Claim” and dated.  The Notice shall be sent
via certified mail addressed to the City Engineer. All Notice of Intent to Claim
shall be numbered sequentially. Such Notice of Intent to Claim shall contain, at a
minimum, the following:

i. Project title and number;
ii. Date of the event giving rise to the Dispute;

iii. A description of the Issue  and the events giving rise to the Dispute,
including the original Request and the Project Engineer’s decision or
denial;

iv. The reasons why the Contractor believes the Request is necessary;
v. An accounting or estimate of all additional costs associated with the

Request; and
vi. Contractor's plan for mitigating costs or delays associated with the

Request.

c. Submittal of Claim. The Contractor shall, within seven days after it submits a
Notice of Intent to Claim, submit to the City Engineer a complete and itemized
Claim that includes the claimed increase in Contract Time, and/or Contract
Amount. The Claim shall be sent via certified mail addressed to the City
Engineer. The Contractor may request an extension of time to submit the Claim,
which extension may be granted by the City Engineer, provided that good cause is
shown. The Claim must be described in sufficient detail to allow the City
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Engineer to evaluate the basis of and costs associated with said Claim. A Claim
for an increase in Contract Amount shall be submitted based on actual costs
whenever possible, rather than an estimate or opinion, shall be supported by
invoices, time cards, and other business records commonly accepted in the
industry.

i. Contractor shall furnish, upon request, all additional information and data
that the City Engineer determines is needed to aid in resolving the Claim
through negotiation or is required to complete an evaluation of the Claim.

ii. The Contractor shall submit with its Claim a notarized certificate,
executed under penalties of perjury, that:

1. The Claim is made in good faith;
2. All supporting data are accurate and complete to the best of the

Contractor's knowledge and belief;
3. The amount requested accurately reflects that Contract adjustment

for which the Contractor believes the City is liable; and
4. The prices stated for material and equipment are the lowest

reasonably available to the Contractor and include all available
discounts.

iii. If the Contractor is an individual, the certification shall be executed by
that individual; if the Contractor is not an individual, the certification shall
be executed by an officer or general partner of the Contractor.

d. City Engineer Review. The City Engineer shall review the Claim and render a
written decision to the Contractor to either affirm, overrule, or modify the Project
Engineer’s decision, in whole or in part, in accordance with all Contract
Documents and the following procedure:

i. Within 21 days after receipt of the Contractor’s Claim, or receipt of all
additional information requested by the City Engineer pursuant to
subparagraph 2(c)(i) above, whichever is later, the City Engineer will meet
with the Contractor and the Project Engineer to discuss the merits of the
Claim.

ii. The City Engineer will consider all written documents provided with the
Notice to Claim and Claim and any oral presentations in support of that
record made by the Contractor or the Project Engineer during the meeting
following receipt of  Contractor’s Claim.

iii. The City Engineer will render a written decision to the Contractor within
42 days from the meeting described in subparagraph 2(d)(i) above.

iv. Contractor shall respond to the City Engineer’s decision in writing within
14 days acknowledging receipt of the decision and indicating Contractor’s
denial or acceptance of the City Engineer’s decision.
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v. If the City Engineer fails to render a written decision to the Contractor
within the specified 42 day time period, or within any extended time
period as agreed by the parties, the Contractor must either: (1) accept this
as a denial of the Claim, or (2) appeal the Claim to the Director of Public
Works in accordance with subsection 3 below, in the same manner as if the
City Engineer had denied the Contractor’s Claim.

vi. If the Contractor accepts the City Engineer's denial of the Claim, the
Claim is resolved and no further action will be taken. If the Contractor
does not respond within 14 days, it will be assumed the Contractor has
accepted the denial.

vii. If the Contractor rejects the City Engineer's denial of the Claim or a
satisfactory adjustment cannot be agreed upon within 30 days of the City
Engineers written decision, the Contractor may further pursue resolution
of the Dispute by providing written notice of Contractor’s appeal of the
City Engineer’s decision (“Notice of Appeal”) to the Director of Public
Works within 14 days, in accordance with subsection 3 below.

viii. If the City Engineer overrules or modifies the Project Engineer’s decision,
in whole or in part, and/or the Contractor and City Engineer are able to
reach a satisfactory adjustment, then the City Engineer or Project Engineer
will facilitate an amendment to the Contract Documents in accordance
with the Contract Documents and any other City Code requirements.  An
amendment is not effective and binding until it is executed by the Parties
in writing.

3. Appeal to the Director of Public Works. Contractor shall submit its written Notice of
Appeal to the Director of Public Works within 14 days of Contractor’s rejection of the
City Engineer’s decision. The Notice of Appeal shall be clearly titled as “Notice of
Appeal” and dated.  The Notice of Appeal shall be sent via certified mail addressed to the
Director of Public Works. Appeals will not be considered unless the Contractor has first
complied with Section 1- Prerequisites to Commencing the Dispute Resolution Process,
and with Section 2 – Dispute Resolution Process.

a. Contractor may request an extension of time to submit the Notice of Appeal,
which may be granted by the Director of Public Works, provided that good cause
is shown. In no event will the extension of time exceed 21 days.

b. Written Notice of Appeal. All Notices of Appeal shall be clearly titled as “Notice
of Appeal” and shall be numbered sequentially. Such Notice of Appeal shall
contain, at a minimum, the following:

i. Project title and number;
ii. A copy of Contractor’s Request to the Project Engineer;
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iii. A copy of the Project Engineer’s Written Decision, if available;
iv. A copy of Contractor’s written Notice of Intent to Claim and Claim;
v. A copy of the City Engineers written decision on Contractor’s Claim, if

available;
vi. A copy of all documents previously provided to the Project Engineer and

the City Engineer in support of Contractor’s Request; and
vii. An explanation of the basis for appealing the City Engineer’s Decision,

which shall describe the Claim in sufficient detail to allow the Director of
Public Works to evaluate the basis of and costs associated with Contract’s
Claim.

c. Contractor shall diligently continue performance of the Contract Documents to
the maximum extent possible while an appeal is pending pursuant to this section.

d. Director of Public Works Review. Within 21 days after receipt of Contractor’s
Notice of Appeal, the Director of Public Works will meet with the Contractor and
City Engineer to discuss the merits of the Dispute.

i. During this meeting, Contractor will have an opportunity to present
Contractor’s Request and basis for appeal to the Director of Public Works.
The City Engineer will have an opportunity to present on their written
decision on Contractor’s Claim.

ii. Absent compelling circumstances as determined by sole discretion of the
Director of Public Works, the Director of Public Works will not consider
any written documents, other than clarification and data supporting
previously submitted documentation, which has not previously been made
available to the City Engineer and properly made a part of the record.

iii. The Director of Public Works will review the appeal and will render a
final written decision to the Contractor.  The Director of Public Works’
decision shall constitute a final agency decision.  Any final agency
decision rendered pursuant to this provision may be appealed as set forth
in Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 106(a)(4).

4. Waiver of Claims. Failure to strictly meet any of the requirements of this section 1121.08
in a timely and complete manner shall constitute a waiver by the Contractor and shall bar
Contractor from any further administrative, equitable, or legal remedy.

5. Costs and Attorneys Fees. In the event any suit or action is initiated to enforce the terms
of the Contract Documents and/or the Engineering Specifications Book, should Arvada
prevail, Arvada will be entitled to recover from the Contractor all of its reasonable costs
and attorneys fees incurred in connection with the suit or action.
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1121.09 Default of Contract

1. The Project Engineer may send a written notice of intent to find the Contractor in
default to the Contractor and the Surety by certified mail for any of the reasons listed
below. The notice will describe the conditions causing the impending default, advise
them of the actions required for remedy and state that if the conditions have not been
corrected within ten days of receipt of the notice, the Owner will find the Contractor in
default.

a. Fails to begin the Contract work within the time specified to begin work, or
b. Fails to perform the Contract work with sufficient resources to assure its

timely completion, or
c. Discontinues the Contract work, or
d. Fails to resume discontinued Contract work, or
e. Becomes insolvent, is declared bankrupt, commits an act of bankruptcy or

insolvency, allows a final judgment to remain unsatisfied for a period of ten
calendar days, makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or

f. Is a party to fraud.

If the Contractor fails to correct the conditions identified in the notice of intent to find the
Contractor in default within ten calendar days of receipt, the City may serve the Contractor with
an immediate notice of default and take prosecution of the work from the Contractor. Copies of
the default notice will also be sent, by certified mail, to the Contractor and the Surety.

2. The Project Engineer may send a written notice of intent to find the Contractor in
default to the Contractor and the Surety by certified mail for the reason listed below.
The notice will include a stop work order which will require the Contractor to cease
work on the Contract Items that are unacceptable. The notice will describe the
conditions causing the impending default, advise the Contractor of the actions required
for remedy and state that if the conditions have not been corrected within ten days of
receipt of the notice, the City will find the Contractor in default.

The Owner may send a written notice of intent under this part (2) if the Contractor fails to
perform the work to Contract requirements or neglects or refuses to correct or remove and
replace rejected materials or unacceptable work. The Contractor shall not resume work on the
unacceptable Contract items until the following conditions have been met:

a. The Contractor shall submit a written proposal to the Project Engineer
outlining the  procedures which will be followed by the Contractor to correct
the unacceptable items, and;

b. The Project Engineer and the Contractor shall meet to discuss the written
proposal, and;
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c. The Project Engineer will issue written permission for the Contractor to
commence work.

If the Contractor fails to meet these three conditions within ten calendar days of receipt of the
notice of intent to find the Contractor in default, or if at any time after the Contractor resumes
work, the work does not meet Contract requirements or the Contractor again neglects or
refuses to correct or remove and replace rejected materials or unacceptable work, the Owner may
serve the Contractor with an immediate notice of default and take prosecution of the work from
the Contractor. Copies of the default notice will also be sent, by certified mail, to the Contractor
and the Surety.

1122.00 Measurement and Basis of Payment

All work completed under City contracts will be measured in place by the City Inspector,
according to United States Standards of measures, using methods generally recognized as
conforming to good engineering practices and as specified herein.

Payment to the Contractor on City projects will be made only for the actual quantities of contract
items constructed and installed in accordance with the plans and specifications.  Payment made
at the contract unit price or lump sum amount bid shall be full compensation for furnishing all
labor, materials, equipment, appurtenances, taxes, insurance, permits and incidentals necessary to
complete the work as shown on the plans and as required by the specifications and acceptable
manner and for all risk, loss, damage, or expense of whatever character arising out of the nature
of the work or the prosecution thereof.

Work or materials for which there are pay items and which are to be paid separately will be
included in the approximate quantities listed in the Bid Schedule. Each item, fixture, piece of
equipment, etc., shall be complete in place, operational and accepted.  Work or materials that are
essential to the project but for which there are no pay items, will not be measured and paid for
separately but shall be included in the project work.  No additional payment, over the amount
bid, will be made for related work to any item unless specifically called for in the contract.
Neither will payment be made for materials wasted, rejected or placed outside of plan limit lines.

1122.01 Modifications to Unit Costs

At the direction of the Project Engineer  items that are normally paid on a unit basis may be paid
on a lump sum basis.

1122.02 Substitutions

Whenever a material, article or piece of equipment is identified on the drawings or specifications
by reference to brand name or catalog number, it shall be understood that this is referenced for
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the purpose of defining the performance or other salient requirements and that other products of
equal capacities, quality and function shall be considered. The Contractor may request, in
writing, the substitution of a material, article, or piece of equipment of equal substance and
function for those referred to in the Contract Documents by reference to brand name or catalog
number, and if, in the opinion of the Project Engineer, such material, article, or piece of
equipment is of equal substance and function to that specified, the Project Engineer may approve
its substitution and use by the Contractor.  Any cost differential shall be deductible from the
contract price and the Contract Documents shall be appropriately modified by Change Order.
The Contractor warrants that if substitutes are approved, no major changes in the function or
general design of the project will result. Incidental changes or extra component parts required to
accommodate the substitute will be made by the Contractor without a change in the contract
price or contract time.

1122.03 Payment Requests

Arvada will comply with CRS §§ 24-91-101 through 24-91-110, Construction Contracts with
Public Entities, as amended.

Arvada shall pay Contractor for the Work requested by Arvada and rendered by Contractor under
the Contract Documents. Contractor shall prepare monthly for Project Engineer’s approval, a
payment estimate of the actual work performed and materials placed in accordance with the
contract documents.

Not more than eighty (80) percent of the cost of materials and equipment delivered and suitably
stored at or near the project site, but not incorporated in the work may be included in a payment
estimate; provided however, the Contractor furnishes invoices and supportive data establishing
title in the name of the Owner, to the Project Engineer.

The amount to be retained from partial payments will be ten percent of the value of completed
work, exclusive of mobilization and payment for materials on hand.  When the retainment on
contracts exceeding $80,000 in value has reached five percent of the amount of the contract, no
further retainment will be made.  Amount of retainment will be held until such time as final
payment is made with the following provision:  When ninety-seven and one-half percent of the
work has been completed, the Engineer may, at his discretion and with the consent of the Surety,
reduce the retained amount to twice the value of the work remaining to be done.

Payment from Arvada of the approved request will be due NET thirty (30) days, unless otherwise
stated and agreed to by the parties in the Contract Documents.
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1122.04 Initial Warranty

Upon receipt of an approved designated semifinal estimate (punchlist), as prepared by the Project
Engineer, the Contractor shall, in writing, request the Project Engineer to make an initial
warranty acceptance inspection in preparation for probationary acceptance of the work by the
Owner. The Project Engineer, upon receipt of written request for the initial warranty acceptance
inspection, shall promptly make said inspection of the work and issue to the Contractor a written
notice (punchlist) advising him of any deficiencies, corrective measures or clean up that he must
complete prior to preparation of the final payment request and probationary acceptance of the
work.

1122.05 Final Payment Request, Acceptance and Release

Upon completion of the Work on City projects and cleanup of the project site, the Project
Engineer, within ten calendar days thereafter shall:

1. Review the final payment request prepared by the Contractor that shows the total
value of the work completed in accordance with the contract documents and as
modified by any Change Orders, less the value of:

a. Partial payments previously made by the Owner to the Contractor.
b. Retention of any claims, on file with the Owner, against the Contractor.
c. Estimated costs of completing any incomplete or unsatisfactory items of the

work.
d. Payments advanced by the Owner, to subcontractors, material and equipment

suppliers or others which are known by the Contractor to have been made but
not previously accounted for.

e. Liquidated damages not previously paid to the Owner by the Contractor.
2. Advise the Owner and Contractor by written notice that:

a. The work has been inspected and accepted by the Project Engineer under the
conditions of the contract documents.

b. The work, effective the date of the notice, is placed under probationary
acceptance, at the Contractor's expense, for a period of two (2) years.

c. The entire balance shown on the final payment request, as prepared by the
Project Engineer, is due and payable within 30 calendar days from date of
approval thereof by the Contractor.

The Contractor shall, at the Owner's request, furnish satisfactory evidence that all obligations of
the nature designated above have been paid, discharged or waived. If the Contractor fails to do
so, the Owner may, after having notified the Contractor, withhold from the Contractor's unpaid
compensation a sum of money deemed reasonably sufficient to pay any and all such lawful
claims until satisfactory evidence is furnished that all liabilities have been fully discharged, in
accordance with the terms of the contract documents, but in no event shall the provisions of this
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sentence be construed to impose any obligations upon the Owner to either the Contractor, his
surety, or any third party. Such funds shall not be withheld longer than ninety days following the
date fixed for final settlement as published unless an action is commenced within that time to
enforce such unpaid claim and a notice of lis pendens is filed with the City.

At the expiration of such ninety day period, the City shall pay to the contractor such moneys and
funds as are not the subject of suit and lis pendens notices and shall retain thereafter, subject to
the final outcome thereof, only sufficient funds to insure the payment of judgments which may
result from such suit. Failure on the part of a claimant to comply with the provisions of Colorado
Revised Statute Section 38-26-101, 38-26-106, and this section shall relieve the City from any
liability for making payment to the contractor.

1123.00 Project Facilities

Items: Field office, laboratory, sanitary.

Measurement: (Each) - The number of project facilities will be measured by the actual number of
facilities completed with furnished utilities, as called for in the Contract Documents.

Payment: Payment at the contract amount bid will be paid for project facilities furnished and
maintained throughout the duration of the project, as follows: Fifty (50) percent upon first
utilization, fifty (50) percent balance will be prorated and paid according to the percent of the
original contract amount approved for payment, but subject to retainage. Restoration of the field
facility areas will not be paid for separately, but shall be included in the cost of the item.

1124.00 Mobilization

Measurement: (Lump Sum) - No measurement for mobilization will be made.

Payment: Partial payments, subject to contract retainage, for mobilization will be made each
month as the work progress as follows:

Original Contract Amount* Mobilization Contract Amount Bid
Earned** Payable

5% 25%
10% 50% (less prev. payment)
25% 60% (Less prev. payment
75% 100% (less prev. payment)

*Original contract amount less contract amount bid for mobilization
**Payment for materials on hand will not be included as a percent of original contract earned
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until said materials on hand have been incorporated into the work and accepted for item
payment.

1125.00 Equipment Rental

Items: Backhoe, Dragline, Dozer, Front End Loader, Lo-Boy, Patrol Pump, Roller, Truck, etc.

Measurement: (Hour) - The quantity to be measured will be the number of hours or fraction
thereof that the Bid Schedule specified piece of equipment is used, as directed.

Payment: The actual number of hours the specified piece of equipment is used will be paid for at
the contract hourly rate bid. No measurement or payment will be made for labor, mobilization,
time equipment is mechanically inoperative, attachments, piping, discharge lines, channelization,
excavation, backfill, grading, etc., but shall be included in the work.

NOTE: Hourly rates shall not exceed the hourly rates recognized by the Colorado Department of
Transportation plus 1.35 times the operator's hourly rate.

1130.00 Soils and Earthwork

1131.00 Clearing and Grubbing

Measurement: (Acres) (Lump Sum) - The quantity of clearing and grubbing shall be measured in
acres or fraction thereof or in lump sum for a specified area acceptably cleared and/or grubbed
including scalping and shrub removal, within the project limits, to a depth of three (3) feet below
the existing surface. No measurement will be made when the Bid Schedule calls for clearing and
grubbing a specified area on a lump sum basis. Removal of vegetation with a trunk that measures
smaller than twelve (12) inches in diameter when measured four (4) feet above the existing
surface shall be paid for as clearing and grubbing.

Payment: The accepted areas will be paid for at the contract unit price or lump sum amount bid.
When the Bid Schedule does not contain an item for clearing and grubbing, the work will not be
paid for directly, but will be considered as a subsidiary obligation of the Contractor under other
contract items.

Trees, plants, structures, etc. that are not to be removed shall be fully protected from injury by
the Contractor at Contractor’s expense.Contractor is responsible for costs associated with
restoration and replacement of trees, plants, structures, etc. that are damaged by Contractor.
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1132.00 Transplanting Plants, Shrubs, Trees

Measurement: (Each) - The quantity of transplanting to be measured will be the actual number of
plants of the various types transplanted and accepted in their final location and in healthy
condition at the end of a ninety (90) day maintenance period.

Payment: The accepted quantities of the various plants transplanted, as specified in the Bid
Schedule, will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment
will be made for digging, balling, spraying, debudding, pruning, transporting, fertilizing,
watering and maintaining, but shall be included in the work.

1133.00 Demolition

Measurement: (Each) (Lump Sum) - Demolition will be measured as the number of locations
where structures have been razed or removed and area properly graded and accepted.

Payment: Accepted areas on which demolition has been performed will be paid for at the
contract amount bid for the specified location. No separate measurement or payment will be
made for: clearing and grubbing, removal of buildings, foundation, basement slabs, cesspool,
privies, buried fuel and septic tanks, wells, well casing, slabs on grade; disconnect and protection
of public utilities or improvements; hauling and disposal of rubble, furnishing, hauling, placing,
compacting fill and grading the area to drain; protection of facilities designated to remain, but
shall be included in the work.

1134.00 Removal of Structures or Obstructions to Salvage or Waste

Items: Buildings and foundations; bridges, culverts and other drainage structures; concrete curb,
gutter, sidewalk, crosspans and pavement; manholes, fence, pipe, valves, meters, traffic devices,
trees, etc.

Measurement: (Each) (Lump Sum) (Linear Feet) (Square Feet) (Square Yard) - Measurement
will be made for removal for salvage or waste according to the unit specified in the Bid
Schedule. Only count will be made of items removed on a lump sum basis. Tree stumps and
roots must be removed to a minimum depth of three (3) feet below existing grade.

Payment: The accepted quantities will be paid for at the contract unit price bid for each of items
removed for salvage or waste specified in the Bid Schedule. No separate measurement or
payment will be made for dust suppression, site security, sawing, removing, hauling and
disposal, excavation and subsequent backfill to finish grade, but shall be included in the work.
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The contract unit price bid shall also include the salvage of materials removed, their custody,
preservation, storage and disposal as specified in the Contract Documents.

1135.00 Excavation and/or Borrow

Items: Borrow, embankment, excavation, muck, rock, unclassified.

Measurement: (Lump Sum) (Cubic Yard) - Measurement for excavation, embankment and/or
borrow will be made according to the unit specified on the Bid Schedule. No measurement will
be made when the item is specified as a lump sum.

When payment is specified on a volume basis, all except excavation, stripping and borrow shall
be measured in its original position by cross-sectioning the area excavated. Volume will then be
computed from the cross-section measurements by the average end area method. Embankment
material, when called for on a volume basis, will be measured in its final compacted position
without allowances being made for stripping or subsidence due to compaction of the base of fills.

Payment: The accepted quantities of excavation, embankment, or borrow, called for on the Bid
Schedule, will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. Payment made shall be full compensation
for royalties on material, excavation, haul, rehandling from stockpile, wetting, compacting,
shaping and disposal of surplus material.

1136.00 Stormwater Protection and Erosion Control During Construction

Measurement: (Lump Sum) - Where listed as a bid item, payment shall be for the installation and
maintenance of required erosion control measures, including straw bales, waddles, rock socks,
vehicle tracking pads, silt fence, etc.

NOTE: For projects that extend beyond three months, and as allowed by the Project Engineer,
maintenance measures may be paid at periodic intervals for erosion control.

Payment: Accepted erosion control measures will be paid for at the contract unit bid price. No
separate measurement or payment will be made for various measures required for installation
such as stakes, grading, etc. but shall be included in the work.

1137.00 Trenching, Backfilling, and Compacting

1137.01 Trench Resurfacing

Items: Base course, asphalt, concrete
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Payment: Accepted quantities of trench resurfacing will be paid for at the respective contract unit
price bid. A separate line item and accepted quantities for cutback and patch will be paid for at
the respective contract unit price bid. The quantity will be limited to the width of cutback
approved by the project Engineer.No separate measurement or payment will be made for wetting
and compacting trench backfill, subgrade densification and shaping, vertical trueing of existing
surface along each side of the trench, placing materials outside the established prism limits,
tacking existing surface edges, traffic control, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1137.02 Materials for Bedding, Backfill, etc.

Items: Bed course, filter media, select and/or structural backfill, special backfill

Measurement: (Cubic Yard) - Measurement of select materials called for in the Bid Schedule
shall be computed between horizontal and vertical neat lines and planes.

A. Circular Conduits: Calculated volume between:
1. Vertical planes perpendicular to the conduit centerline between stations shown on the

drawings or as directed; and between;

2. Vertical planes each side and parallel with the conduit centerline. The spacing between
the planes shall not exceed three (3) feet plus the outside diameter of the conduit in feet for
trenches over five (5) feet deep and shall not exceed two (2) feet plus the outside diameter of the
conduit in feet for trenches less than five (5) feet deep, and between;

3. Two (2) horizontal planes, one  being one (1) foot above and parallel with the outside
crown of the conduit and one at base course subgrade or at finish grade, whichever is the lower
in elevation.

B. Bedding Material: Calculated volume of material lying within the prism shown on the
Standard Detail Drawings or construction plans. Except no measurement will be made for trench
rock stabilization or conduit bedding material installed below a horizontal plane located one (1)
foot above the conduit crown centerline.

C. Bridges and Irregular Shaped Structures: Calculated volume to vertical neat lines one and
one-half (1 ½ ) feet outside and parallel to the outline of the foundation plan and between
horizontal planes at elevation limits shown on the drawings or as directed.

Payment: Accepted quantities of select materials will be paid for at the contract unit price bid for
the items as they appear in the Bid Schedule. No separate measurement or payment will be made
for material royalties, haul, dewatering, compaction, etc., but shall be included in the work.
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NOTE: Cost of trench dewatering, disposal of surplus material, trench stabilization, conduit
bedding below and to the elevation specified in the Contract Documents shall be in the contract
unit price bid for the conduit or pipe in place.

1140.00 Water, Sewer, and Storm Facilities

1141.00 Reset, Relocate, Reconnect Adjust

Items: Barricade, fence, gate, mailbox, manhole barrel, cover, cone, flat top, ring or steps; pipe,
pole, structures; sewer service; traffic devices; water meters, services and valves.

Measurement: (Each) (Lineal Feet) (Square Yards) - The quantity to be measured shall be the
actual number, length or area of the various items removed, stored, reconnected, relocated,
adjusted and reset to service, when specified on the Bid Schedule.

Payment: The accepted quantities of item reset to service will be paid for at the applicable
contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for work related
materials necessary to reset the item to service; such as posts, hardware, wire, mailbox,
excavation, backfill, concrete, rewiring, bedding, joint material, collars, connecting bands; but
shall be included in the work.

1142.00 Flow Control, Special Fittings and Measure Devices or Systems

Items: Meters, pumps, special fittings and valves; flumes, drain and head gates; recorders,
totalizers, telemetry and electrical systems. NOTE: Fire hydrants are excluded.

Measurement: (Each) - The actual number of the various devices or systems specified in the Bid
Schedule installed and accepted.

Payment: The accepted number of flow control, special fittings and measuring devices or
systems will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate payment will be made for
excavation, dewatering, bedding, in line fittings and connectors, supports, riser guides and
extension, valve box with covers, backfill, grading, mounting brackets, electrical conduit, wire
etc., but shall be included in the work.

1143.00 Fire Hydrants

Measurement: (Each) - Actual number of five and one quarter inch (5¼”) three-way fire hydrants
installed to grade, including any fire hydrant extensions required.
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Payment: The accepted number of fire hydrants will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No
separate measurement or payment will be made for excavation, dewatering, six (6) inch flanged
gate valve with box and cover at main, hydrant extensions, bedding, six (6) inch PVC AWWA
C900 CL 200 or AWWA C909 CL 150 lateral pipe, gravel underdrain, tie rods, shackle, tape
wrapping, concrete anchor block, backfill, grading, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1144.00 Piping in Vaults

Measurement: (Lump Sum) - No separate measurement will be made of Piping installed in vaults
or within three (3) feet of the vault exterior surface.

NOTE: In line valves, meters, telemetry and electrical systems will be measured and paid for
separately as called for in the Bid Schedule.

Payment: - Accepted in vault piping will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate
measurement or payment will be made for the various types, sizes or length of pipe and fittings
required, tie-rods, corporation stop, gauges, pipe and device supports, structural steel, steel
plates, hardware, gaskets, tubing, insulating and joint bonding material, tape wrapping, gasket
and outlet sealants, vents, conduit, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1145.00 Casing Pipe - Jacking or Boring

Measurement: (Lineal Feet) - The quantity of casing pipe, according to the type and size called
for in the Bid Schedule, will be measured along the pipe centerline between the limits designated
on the plans or as directed.

Payment: Accepted quantity of casing pipe will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No
separate measurement or payment will be made for special insurance, excavation, pit sheeting
and shoring, dewatering, pressure grouting, skids, chucks, stulls, stringing and anchoring carrier
pipe, furnishing and installing sand in voids between the carrier and casing pipe if required,
bulkheads, cathodic protection (32 lb. anode bags), backfill, disposal of surplus material, etc., but
shall be included in the work.

NOTE: The length of carrier pipe will be paid for separately from the applicable contract unit
price bid for pipe, installed through the casing.

1146.00 Pipelines and Utility Trenches

Items: Drainage, sanitary sewer and water lines; sanitary and water service lines; irrigation,
siphon, underdrain and vent lines.
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NOTE: Fire hydrant laterals and flared end treatments are excluded.

Measurement: (Lineal Feet) - Pipe of the various types, classes and sizes called for in the Bid
Schedule will be measured by the lineal foot along the in place pipe centerline, between points of
connection with existing facilities or extremities specified on the plans.

NOTE: Deduction in measured quantities will be made for piping in vaults and pipe at manholes
and structures where the concrete inverts are cast in place and shaped. No deduction in measured
length will be made for in line fittings and valves.

Payment: - Accepted quantities of pipe will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate
measurement or payment will be made for excavation, dewatering, trench stabilization material,
bedding material, in line fittings and connectors, tape wrapping, gasket and joint materials, all
thread ties, joint restraints, concrete anchor blocks, clay trench and inversion plugs, backfill,
disposal of surplus materials, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1146.01 Cathodic Protection Devices and Systems

Items: Anode Field, Conductors, Controller, Deepwell Anode System, Rectifier, Submerged
Anode System, Test Station.

Measurement: (Each) (Lump Sum) - Cathodic protection will be measured by the actual number
of the various devices and/or systems, specified on the Bid Schedule, installed.

Payment: Accepted quantities of the cathodic protection devices and systems will be paid for at
the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for excavation,
drilling, dewatering, caldwell thermite bonding, insulating, ridged conduit, wire, reference
electrodes, ground rod, junction box, backfill, energizing, testing, training owner's personnel in
operating the system, retesting, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1146.02 Connections to Existing Facilities

Items: Inlet, manhole, and pipe connections.

Measurement: (Each) - The quantity to be measured shall be the actual number of connections
made between a new installation and an existing facility.

Payment: Accepted number of connections made to an existing facility will be paid for at the
contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for connecting to
water taps made by City crews, excavation, dewatering, tapping, cutting, chipping, drilling;
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furnish and installing; fittings, tie-rods, anchor blocks, tape wrapping, jointing material, gasket
sealants, reshaping manhole inverts, backfill, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1146.03 Chlorination and Pressure Tests

Items: Drainage, sanitary sewer and water lines.

Measurement: (Each) - The quantity of chlorination and/or pressure tests shall be the number of
pipe stretches tested between two (2) adjacent manholes on sanitary and storm sewer lines, or the
number of stretches of water main tested between the line extremities as shown on the plans. No
count will be made of lateral connections to immediate adjacent valves or service lines extending
from the main.

Payment: Accepted chlorination and pressure tests will be paid for at the contract unit price bid.
No separate measurement or payment will be made for chlorination and flushing of water lines,
retesting when prior tests have failed, furnishing and connecting approved bulkheads,
connectors, tubing, piping, compressor, pump, water, volumetric and pressure gauges, etc., to test
water lines at 150 psig or sewer lines to 3.5 psig; but shall be included in the work.

1146.04 Pipeline Inspection and / or Cleaning

Items: Root removal, scouring, television inspection.

Measurement: (Lineal Foot) - The actual number of lineal feet of pipe requiring root removal,
inspected and/or scoured, measured along the pipe centerline between consecutive manholes, to
the limits specified in the Contract Documents or as directed.

Payment: Accepted quantities of line inspected and/or scoured, as called for in the Bid Schedule,
will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made
for flow diversion or control; equipment set ups, film, traffic control, collecting data and
reporting location of line failures; removal and offsite disposal of purged solids; repair of service
lines damaged in performing the work etc., but shall be included in the work.

1146.05 Pipe Joint Rehabilitation

Items: Joint testing, joint sealing, proof testing.

Measurement: (Each) - The actual number of pipe joints tested and/or sealed of the various pipe
sizes called for in the Bid Schedule.

Payment: Accepted quantities of joints tested and/or sealed will be paid for at the contract unit
price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for flow diversion or control,
equipment set ups, retests of joints sealed, traffic control, etc., but shall be included in the work.
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1146.06 Pipe Joint Repair

Measurement: (Each) - The actual number of point repairs made, in which thirteen and one-half
(13 ½ ) feet or less of new equivalent size pipe is installed.

Payment: Accepted quantities of point repairs made, of the various sizes of pipe specified in the
Bid Schedule, will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or
payment will be made for mobilization, traffic control, excavation, trench shoring, dewatering,
flow diversion or control, service line reconnects, watertight couplings or fittings, locating and
protecting other utilities, bedding and backfill placement and compaction, disposal of waste and
surplus materials, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1146.07 Pipe Slipliner

Items: Access pits, service reconnects, sliplining.

Measurement: (Lineal Feet) (Each) - In place slipliner, of the various thickness and sizes called
for in the Contract Documents, will be measured along the pipe centerline, between points of
reconnects. Measurement of the access pits and service line reconnects will be the actual number
of access pits for insertion and/or service connections made to the in place liner pipe.

Payment: The accepted number of lineal feet of slipliner pipe installed and/or the number of
designated access pits or service reconnects made will be paid for at the respective contract unit
price bid therefore. No separate measurement or payment will be made for mobilization, traffic
control, excavation, manhole rehabilitation, flow diversion and/or control, shoring, power,
thermal jointing, cement stabilized sand, circle seal clamps, sealing at manholes, saddles,
gaskets, backfill, disposal of surplus material, restoration of property, etc., but shall be included
in the work.

1146.08 Removal and Disposal of Asbestos-Cement (AC) Pipe

Measurement: (Lineal Feet) -  Measurement shall be based on the proper removal and disposal of
the actual number of lineal feet of AC pipe encountered on the project that is required to be
removed in order to complete the work. Removal of AC pipe is considered to be a Class II
Asbestos removal according to OSHA standards. Contractor shall be responsible for following
the regulations and procedures carefully and proceeding accordingly. Contractor may consider
having a certified asbestos removal contractor perform this part of the work as a subcontractor.
Contractor shall also be responsible for following any of the Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment’s (CDPHE) Asbestos Regulations or Jefferson County Health
Department standards that apply to AC pipe removal. Should Contractor engage a certified
asbestos removal contractor to perform this work, Contractor shall ensure the subcontractor
follows all regulations and procedures established by OSH, CDPHE, or the Jefferson County
Health Department pertaining to AC pipe removal.
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Payment: "Removal and disposal of AC pipe will be paid for at the contract unit bid price.No separate
payment will be made for complete removal and disposal of the AC pipe in accordance with
applicable OSHA standards, CDPHE standards and Jefferson County Health Department
standards, or for additional costs involved for removal and disposal of AC pipe, but shall be
included in the work.

1146.09 Piling

Items: Sheet, steel, timber.

Measurement: (Square Feet) (Linear Feet) - Number of facial square feet of sheet piling or the
lineal feet of steel and timber piling installed, to cut off elevation.

Payment: Accepted quantities of piling will be paid for at the contract unit price bid for each of
the various types specified in the Bid Schedule. Payment made shall be full compensation for
furnishing and driving piling including splicing, cut offs not used, drilling holes to facilitate
driving, capping, pile shoes, jetting, blasting, painting exposed surfaces, etc., but shall be
included in the work.

1150.00 Concrete

1151.00 Flatwork

Items: Crosspans, curbs, gutters, pavement, sidewalk, driveway pans, slabs on grade, median.

Measurement: (Square Yard) (Lineal Feet) - Concrete flatwork will be measured as the actual
number of square yards or lineal feet of exposed surface concrete placed to the thickness, shape
and length specified in the Contract Documents.

Payment: Accepted quantities of concrete flatwork will be paid for at the contract unit price bid
for the applicable type of concrete flatwork specified in the Bid Schedule. No separate
measurement or payment will be made for base course material and/or subgrade preparation
including compaction, fine grading, expansion joint, reinforcing steel, dowels, tie bar, joint filler,
etc., but shall be included in the work.

1152.00 Structural Concrete

Items: Bridges, box culverts, catch basins, cut off walls, diversion structures, head and wing
walls, inlets, vaults.

Measurement: (Cubic Yard) (Each) - Bulk structural concrete will be measured by the cubic yard
in accordance with the neat line dimensions called for in the Contract Documents. Deductions in
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the bulk measurement will be made for voids, wherein the volume of concrete displaced exceeds
one (1) cubic foot. No deduction will be made for the volume of reinforcing steel contained
therein.

Minor structures such as catch basins, diversion structures, cut off walls, etc., may be measured
as the actual number installed, when so specified in the Bid Schedule.

Payment: The accepted quantity of structural concrete and or structures cast in place will be paid
at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for structural
excavation, dewatering, foundation stabilization, forming, embedded frames, grates, access
covers, reinforcing or structural steel, colored concrete, etc. but shall be included in the work.
NOTE: Deck concrete within plan limits for curb, gutter, sidewalk and transitions shall be
included in the contract unit price bid, when basins and inlets are to be paid for on the per each
basis.

1153.00 Miscellaneous Concrete

Items: Anchor blocks, pipe encasement.

Measurement: (Each) (Lineal Feet) (Cubic Yard) - The quantity of anchor block concrete will be
computed as the volume of concrete placed between end bulk heads. Set perpendicular to the
pipe and between two (2) vertical planes; one (1) which clears the pipe springline by the lessor of
one half the pipe outside diameter or twelve (12) inches, and one (1) passing through the pipe
centerline, less the concrete volume displaced by one half the pipe end area. Pipe encasement
will be measured along the pipe centerline, between bulkheads and neat lines specified in the
Contract Documents.

Payment: Accepted quantities of miscellaneous concrete will be paid for at the contract unit price
bid, in accordance with the various items called for in the Bid Schedule. No separate
measurement or payment will be made for excavation, dewatering, bulkheads, reinforcing steel,
curing, frost protection, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1154.00 Precast Concrete

Items: - Box culverts, catch basins, inlets, pre-stressed members, manholes, vaults, flared end
sections

Measurement: (Each) - Actual number of precast structures of the various sizes and shapes
specified in the Contract Documents.
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Payment: Accepted quantities of precast structures will be paid for at the contract unit price bid.
No separate measurement or payment will be made for excavation, dewatering, rock
stabilization, shaped inverts or bases, eccentric cones, flat top covers, joint and outlet gasket or
sealants, exterior drop pipe and fittings, concrete cast outs, steps, leveling rings, sump pit frame
and grate; vent and sump piping; access frames and covers, backfill, etc., but shall be included in
the work.

NOTE: Concrete curb, gutter, sidewalk and transitions cast in place shall be included in the
contract unit price bid for catch basin and inlet.

1160.00 Structural

1161.00 Reinforcing Steel - Epoxy Coated

Measurement:  (Pounds) - Reinforcing steel will be measured by computing the unit weight
of steel called for on the plans.  Exceptions will be made for design revisions or proven
error in excess of two (2) percent of the quantities specified in the Bid Schedule.

Payment:  Accepted quantities of reinforcing steel will be paid for at the contract unit price
bid.  No allowance will be made for supports, clips, wire or other material used to anchor
the reinforcement in place or epoxy coating, but shall be included in the work.

1162.00 Structural Members

Items: Steel, timber.

Measurement: (Thousand feet board measure) (Pound) - Timber will be measured by the
(TFBM); steel will be measured by computing the unit weight of material actually
incorporated in the work.

Payment:  Accepted quantities of structural timber or steel will be paid for at the contract
unit price bid.  No separate measurement or payment will be made for structural
excavation, hardware, bolts, rivets, alloys, plates, galvanizing, epoxy coating, castings,
welding, fabricating, bearing devices, connectors, rollers, drain pipe, waterproofing
membrane, damproofing, water stops, painting, structural backfill, etc., but shall be
included in the work.

1163.00 Railing

Items: Hand rail, guardrail, end anchors.
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Measurement: (Lineal Feet) (Each) - Railing of the various sizes and types called for in the Bid
Schedule will be measured along the centerline of the railing between ends, including transitions.
Guardrail end anchors will be measured as the actual number installed and accepted.

Payment: Accepted quantities of railing and end anchors will be paid for at the contract unit price
bid for the type specified. No separate measurement or payment will be made for guardrail
terminal sections, concrete, reinforcing steel, anchor bolts, hardware, cable, rod, nuts, washers,
posts, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1164.00 Drilled Caissons

Measurement: (Linear Foot) - Drilled caissons will be measured by the linear foot from ground
line or elevation shown on the plans to the bottom of the hole as drilled.

Payment: Accepted quantities of the various diameters of caisson specified in the Bid Schedule
will be paid for at the respective contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment
will be made for dewatering, furnishing and placing reinforcing steel, Class "A" concrete,
splicing, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1165.00 Miscellaneous

Items: - Access cover and frame, embedded items, flared end sections, grate and frame, tied
joints, manhole steps, reshape manhole inverts, trash guards, meter pits, meters, etc.

Measurement: (Each) - The quantity of miscellaneous items will be measured by the actual
number of items installed as specified in the plans or Contract Documents

Payment: Accepted quantities of miscellaneous items will be paid for at the contract unit price
bid for each of the various items that appear in the Bid Schedule. No separate measurement or
payment will be made for subsidiary items essential to making the items functional as intended,
but shall be included in the work.

1166.00 Crib or Bin Wall

Items: Steel, concrete, timber.

Measurement: (Square feet) - Crib walls of the various types and design specified in the Bid
Schedule will be measured by the number of square feet of facial area which parallels the
centerline of the roadway or channel.

Payment: Accepted quantities of the various types specified in the Bid Schedule will be paid for
at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for excavation;
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furnishing and installing Class "B" concrete, reinforcing steel; furnishing placing and
compacting backfill, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1167.00 Fence and Gates

Measurement: (Lineal Feet) (Each) - Fence will be measured along the base of the fence between
the end post of each continuous run of fence but excluding gate openings. Gates will be
measured by the actual number of the various sizes or types installed.

Payment: Accepted quantities of fence and gates will be paid for at the contract unit price bid for
the various types and sizes called for in the Bid Schedule. No separate measurement or payment
will be made for clearing and grubbing, grading along the alignment; line, end, corner and line
brace posts; braces, guyes, concrete, painting and cut surface treatment of wood posts cut in the
field, but shall be included in the work.

1168.00 Payment Reduction for Concrete

All work performed and all materials furnished shall conform to the line, grades, cross sections,
dimensions, and material requirements, including tolerances, shown in the contract. For those
items of work where working tolerances are not specified, the Contractor shall perform the work
in a manner consistent with reasonable and customary manufacturing and construction practices.

When the Owner determines that the material furnished, work performed, or the finished product
is not in conformity with the contract and has resulted in inferior or unsatisfactory product, the
finished product or materials shall be removed and replaced or otherwise corrected by, and at the
expense of, the Contractor unless the Engineer determines that the work can be accepted at a
reduced price. Payment reduction (CIP work only), when allowed, shall be accomplished by
adjusting pay quantities as indicated herein and applying the contract unit prices to the reduced
quantities. If allowed, the Owner shall:

A. Document the basis for acceptance by a notice which shall provide for an appropriate
adjustment in the payment quantity for such work or materials not otherwise provided for
in this section.

B. Notify the Contractor in writing that the payment shall be adjusted in accordance with
this section.

C. In lieu of payment (quantity) adjustment, permit correction or replacement of the finished
product provided the correction or replacement does not adversely affect the work or the
Owner.

Materials shall be sampled and tested by a qualified testing laboratory in accordance with the
sampling, testing schedules, and procedures contained in Section 825 Concrete Testing. The
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approximate maximum quantity represented by each sample shall be as set forth in the testing
schedule. An additional number of samples, in relation to the quantity of materials represented,
may be selected and tested at the Owner’s discretion. The quantity represented by five
consecutive random samples shall constitute a lot, whenever production schedules and material
continuity permits. When, it is necessary to represent short production runs, significant material
changes, or other unusual characteristics of the work, the Owner may establish a lot consisting of
the quantity represented by any number of consecutive random samples from one to seven
inclusive. Testing results that are determined to have sampling or testing errors, as determined by
the Owner, shall not be used.

Materials or work shall only be evaluated for price adjustment when deviations from
Specification occur on any of the individual tests for the lot. The several individual test values
shall be averaged and the percentage of payment (quantity) reduction for the lot shall be
determined by the applicable table. This shall apply only when a payment reduction element is
listed in a table below.

Payment adjustment for those elements not included in a table shall be determined by the Owner.

The Contractor shall not have the option of accepting a payment reduction in lieu of producing
material meeting the specifications. Continued production of non-specification material shall not
be permitted. Material that is obviously defective shall be isolated and rejected without regard to
sampling sequence or location within a lot.

The pay factor for concrete that is allowed to remain in place at a reduced price shall be
determined according to tables below, and shall be applied to the quantities for the Item. If
deviations occur in air content and strength within the same batch, the pay factor for the batch
shall be the product of the individual pay factors.

PAY FACTORS

Percent Total Air

Deviations from Specified Air (percent) Pay Factor

0.0 - 0.2 0.98

0.3 - 0.4 0.96

0.5 - 0.6 0.92

0.7 - 0.8 0.84
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0.9 - 1.0 0.75

Over 1.0 Reject

Strength

Below Specified Strength (psi) Pay Factor

1 - 100 0.98

101 - 200 0.96

201 - 300 0.92

301 - 400 0.84

401 - 500 0.75

Over 500 Reject

1170.00 Asphalt

1171.00 Aggregates and Asphalt Materials

Items: Base course, cover coats, foundation drains, gravel underdrains, patching, pit run, plant
mix asphalts, seal coats, special backfill, treated base.

Measurement: (Ton) (Square Yards) - Measurement of aggregates and asphalt materials shall be
the actual tons, evidenced by certified weight tickets, of the various types, grades or classes of
materials, or placed in the work or the number of surface square yards when specified on the Bid
Schedule.

Payment: The accepted quantities of materials will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No
separate measurement or payment will be made for barricading, traffic control, sweeping,
disposal of waste materials, subgrade preparation, hauling, placing, wetting, rolling, shaping,
compacting, etc., but shall be included in the work.
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Pay items for patching on City projects shall be complete-in-place to include sawcutting,
removal of existing asphalt, excavation to subgrade of the specified patch section, placement of
base and new hot bituminous pavement material, and compaction of all layers.

The pay items for overlaying on City projects shall be complete-in-place to include sweeping and
tack coating of existing bituminous pavement.

1172.00 Liquid Agents for Asphalt Surface Treatment

Items: Emulsions, prime coat, rejuvenating agents, tack coat.

Measurement: (Gallon) - Liquid agents for asphalt surface treatment will be measured as the
actual number of gallons sprayed in place. The pay quantity for emulsified asphalt and/or
rejuvenating agent shall be the number of gallons of concentrate before dilution and mixing with
water.

Payment: The accepted quantities of the various liquid agents will be paid for at the contract unit
price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for traffic control, blotter materials,
or water used as diluent, but shall be included in the work.

1173.00 Cold Milling

Measurement: (Square Yards/Vertical Inch) - Cold milling will be measured as the actual number
of square yards of surface area milled to an average depth of one inch, or fraction thereof.

EXAMPLE: A milled section twenty-seven (27) feet long, uniformly tapered from two and one
quarter ( 2 ¼ ) inches below the gutter lip line and which daylights with the existing asphalt
surface eight (8) feet and perpendicular therefrom will be measured as: (27 ft. x 8 ft./9 ft./sq. yd.)
(2-1/4 in./2) = 27. 0 square yards.

Payment: The accepted quantities will be paid for at the contract unit price per square yard per
inch of depth bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for traffic control, disposal
of milled materials, maintenance of milled surface, prior to resurfacing etc., but shall be included
in the work.

1174.00 Slope and Ditch Paving

Items: Bituminous, concrete, dry or grouted rubble.

Measurement: (Cubic Yards) (Ton) - Bituminous slope and ditch paving will be measured by the
number of tons in place and accepted. Measurement of the various other types will be by the
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cubic yard based on dimensions shown on the plans, as directed or measured by the average end
area method.

Payment: Accepted quantities of the various types of slope paving specified in the Bid Schedule
will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made
for excavation, haul, mortar or concrete used for grout, top coat, etc., but shall be included in the
work.

1175.00 Hauling

Measurement: (Cubic Yard Mile) (Ton Mile) - Haul shall be the product obtained by multiplying
the number of units of material removed; from its original center of volume or mass position; by
the mean distance in miles or fraction thereof to its center of placement volume or mass.

Payment: The quantity of haul measured as provided above will be paid for at the contract unit
price bid. Unless specifically specified in the Bid Schedule, no separate payment will be made
for haul but shall be included in the various items of the work.

1176.00 Mud Jacking

Measurement: (Square Yard) - The quantity to be measured will be the number of superficial
square yards or fraction thereof, of concrete mud jacked to grade between construction joints.

Payment: The accepted quantity of surface area will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No
separate measurement or payment will be made for drilling and plugging of holes, dewatering,
soil cement materials, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1177.00 Painting

Items: Pavement marking with paint, thermoplastic or tape; steel, wood and concrete structures

Measurement: (Lineal Feet) (Square Feet) (Each) - The quantity to be measured shall be the
actual exposed length or surface area of marking or painting installed. Painting of structures will
be the actual number of the various types and sizes thereof, specified in the Bid Schedule, and no
measurement of the surface area will be made.

Payment: Accepted quantities of pavement marking, and structure painting will be paid for at the
contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for traffic control,
dewatering, sand or grit blasting, protection of existing cathodic protection systems, protection of
adjoining properties during blasting and/or painting, site restoration, disposal of surplus
materials, etc., but shall be included in the work.
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1178.00 Subgrade Treatment

Items: Heating and scarifying bituminous surface, reconditioning subgrade, treatment at the base
of cuts and fills.

Measurement: (Square Yard) - Subgrade treatment will be measured by the square yard of
existing surface area treated and reconditioned.

Payment: The accepted quantities of the various types of treatment, called for in the Bid
Schedule, will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment
will be made for removal, windrowing or tilling in place and recompaction, wetting, rolling,
blading, shaping, finishing and maintenance of the finished surface prior to acceptance, but shall
be included in the work.

1179.00 Payment Reduction for Asphalt

All work performed and all materials furnished shall conform to the line, grades, cross sections,
dimensions, and material requirements, including tolerances, shown in the contract. For those
items of work where working tolerances are not specified, the Contractor shall perform the work
in a manner consistent with reasonable and customary manufacturing and construction practices.

When the Owner determines that the material furnished, work performed, or the finished product
is not in conformity with the contract and has resulted in inferior or unsatisfactory product, the
finished product or materials shall be removed and replaced or otherwise corrected by, and at the
expense of, the Contractor unless the Engineer determines that the work can be accepted at a
reduced price. Payment reduction (CIP work only), when allowed, shall be accomplished by
adjusting pay quantities as indicated herein and applying the contract unit prices to the reduced
quantities. If allowed, the Owner shall:

A. Document the basis for acceptance by a notice which shall provide for an appropriate
adjustment in the payment quantity for such work or materials not otherwise provided for
in this section.

B. Notify the Contractor in writing that the payment shall be adjusted in accordance with
this section.

C. In lieu of payment (quantity) adjustment, permit correction or replacement of the finished
product provided the correction or replacement does not adversely affect the work or the
Owner.

Materials shall be sampled and tested by a qualified testing laboratory in accordance with the
sampling, testing schedules, and procedures contained in Section 825 Concrete Testing. The
approximate maximum quantity represented by each sample shall be as set forth in the testing
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schedule. An additional number of samples, in relation to the quantity of materials represented,
may be selected and tested at the Owner’s discretion. The quantity represented by five
consecutive random samples shall constitute a lot, whenever production schedules and material
continuity permits. When, it is necessary to represent short production runs, significant material
changes, or other unusual characteristics of the work, the Owner may establish a lot consisting of
the quantity represented by any number of consecutive random samples from one to seven
inclusive. Testing results that are determined to have sampling or testing errors, as determined by
the Owner, shall not be used.

Materials or work shall only be evaluated for price adjustment when deviations from
Specification occur on any of the individual tests for the lot. The several individual test values
shall be averaged and the percentage of payment (quantity) reduction for the lot shall be
determined by the applicable table. This shall apply only when a payment reduction element is
listed in a table below.

Payment adjustment for those elements not included in a table shall be determined by the Owner.

The Contractor shall not have the option of accepting a payment reduction in lieu of producing
material meeting the specifications. Continued production of non-specification material shall not
be permitted. Material that is obviously defective shall be isolated and rejected without regard to
sampling sequence or location within a lot.

The pay factor for pavement that is allowed to remain in place at a reduced price shall be
determined according to tables below, and shall be applied to the quantities for the Item. If
deviations occur in multiple Items within the same batch, the pay factor for the batch shall be the
product of the individual pay factors.

For thickness deficiencies, payment reductions shall be per Lot, based upon a Lot encompassing
500 lineal lane feet or the quantity between tests, and shall be at the cost of the entire pavement
system. The entire pavement system shall include only those items placed as part of this contract
and those items impacted: mobilization, traffic control, subgrade preparation, pavement materials
and installation, striping, and traffic signal loops need to be considered.
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PAY FACTORS

Density

Density (percent) Pay Factor

98.01 - 100.00 Reject

97.01 - 98.00 0.95

93.00 - 97.00 1.00

92.00 - 92.99 0.95

91.00 - 91.99 0.90

90.00 - 90.99 0.80

Below 90.00 Reject

Asphalt Content

Deviation from Mix Design (percent) Pay Factor

Less than 0.30 1.00

0.3 - 0.55 0.90

Greater than 0.55 Reject

Thickness

Deficiency from Plan
Minimum Thickness (inch)

Pay Factor

Less than 0.25 1.00

0.26 - 0.50 0.90

0.51 - 0.75 0.80

0.76 - 1.00 0.60

Above 1.00 Reject
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1180.00 Traffic

1181.00 Traffic Control

Measurement: (Lump Sum) - No separate measurement will be made for maintaining and
channelizing traffic as required by the latest revision of the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices for Streets and Highways" and the Colorado Department of Transportation supplement
thereto.

Payment: Payment of the contract amount bid will be paid as follows: 25 percent will be paid
upon the first utilization of traffic control devices or flag persons.

75 percent  balance will be prorated and paid according to the percent of the original contract
amount approved for payment, but subject to retainage.

Payments made shall be full compensation for: furnishing, erecting, maintaining, moving,
removing and disposing of temporary control devices; providing traffic control management,
flagging and pilot car operation.

1182.00 Traffic Control Devices

Measurement: (Each) - Traffic control devices will be measured by the actual number of the
various types specified on the Bid Schedule, installed.

Payment: Accepted quantities of traffic control devices will be paid for at the contract unit price
bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for excavation, concrete footings,
pedestals, posts, structural frame members, sign panels, mounting brackets, backing angles,
hardware, lighting fixtures, electrical equipment, lamps, switch boxes, photo-electric controls,
controllers, conduit, wiring, cable, cabinets, faces, loop detectors, magnetometer detectors,
sensors, amplifiers, mast arms, cable, painting, messages, pavement cutting and sawing, backfill,
asphalt replacement, electrical hookup between power source and switch, etc., but shall be
included in the work.

1183.00 Fiber Optic Splicing and Terminations

Measurement:(Each) Fiber optic splice closure shall be measured by each  and shall include all
fusion splicing, splice trays, heat-shrink sleeves, labor, materials, tools, equipment and
incidentals required to fusion splice the cable.

Fiber optic termination assembly shall be measured by each and shall include all labor, materials,
tools, equipment and incidentals required to splice its integrated fiber optic cable pigtail to the
backbone cable. It shall also include:
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● All required optical attenuators, fiber optic jumper cables, CAT5e cables and serial cables
(as applicable) within each traffic signal controller cabinet where a fiber optic termination
assembly is installed and at corresponding fiber optic termination panels at City Hall.
Payment:

● Payments shall be made according to the pay items below:
Fiber Optic Splice Closure Each
Fiber Optic Termination Assembly Each

● Testing fiber optic cable shall be measured and paid for separately in accordance with the
City’s “Testing, Identification and Administration of Fiber Optic Infrastructure” standard
specification.

1190.00 Parks and Recreation

1191.00 Park Facilities

Items: - Benches, buildings, comfort stations, drinking fountain, flagpole, lighting, playground
equipment, picnic tables, trash receptacles, shelters, signs

Measurement: (Each) - The quantity of park facilities shall be the actual number of the various
units, specified in the Bid Schedule, installed and accepted.

Payment: The accepted quantities will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate
measurement or payment will be made for excavation, backfill, permanent or temporary utilities,
barricades, masonry, specialty items, doors, frames, windows, hardware, ceramic tile, roofing,
flashing, insulation, carpentry, timber, glass, glazing, painting, special coating, plumbing,
drainage, fixtures, heating, ventilating, electrical work, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1192.00 Sprinkler and Irrigation Systems

Items: Irrigation pipe and fittings, power conduit and control wire, sprinkler heads, swivels and
backflow prevention devices, pressure reducing and drain valves, manual and/or automatic
control valves and controllers, meters, pits, quick couplers, strainers, in line valves and boxes.

Measurement: (Each) (Lineal Feet) - The quantities to be measured will be the actual number of
the various units; and/or the lineal feet of electrical and sprinkler pipe, including fittings;
installed and accepted.
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Payment: The accepted quantities will be paid for at the contract amount or unit price bid, for the
various items and types that appear in the Bid Schedule. No separate measurement or payment
will be made for excavation, concrete, anchor or thrust blocks, sump aggregate, water, backfill,
etc., but shall be included in the work.

1193.00 Topsoil

Measurement: (Cubic Yards) - On site stripped topsoil shall be measured in the stockpile, by the
average end area method. Imported topsoil shall be measured by the average end area method in
its original location or by a pre-determined and agreed to hauling unit bed volume count
delivered to the site.

Payment: Accepted quantities of topsoil will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No
separate measurement or payment will be made for hauling, screening or removal of oversize
rock and debris, subgrade preparation, placing, shaping, etc., but shall be included in the work.

1194.00 Lawn Sod and Seeding

Measurement: (Square Yard) (Acre) (Lump Sum) - The quantity of lawn sod and/or seeding will
be measured as the number of square yards or acres of surface area, providing acceptable growth.
When lawn sod and seeding is measured as Lump Sum no separate measurement shall be made.
Lump Sum quantity shall be as outlined on the construction drawings or in the Special
Conditions.

Payment: Accepted quantities of lawn sod or seeding will be paid for at the contract unit price
bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for grading, tilling, seeding, drilling,
fertilizing, mulching, placing sod, watering, maintaining, mowing, etc., but shall be included in
the work.

1195.00 Planting Trees, Shrubs

Measurement: (Each) - The quantity of planting to be measured will be the number of plants, of
the types and sizes specified in the Bid Schedule, planted and accepted.

Payment: The accepted quantities of plants will be paid for at the contract unit price bid. No
separate measurement or payment will be made for handling, pruning, anchor stakes, soil
conditioners, fertilizer, excavation, backfill, mulching, irrigating, seasonal spraying, maintenance
and/or replacement until accepted, but shall be included in the work.
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1196.00 Fabric Materials

Items: Filter, geotextile, geogrid, impervious.

Measurement: (Square Yard) - Fabric will be measured as the number of surface square yards
covered.

Payment: Accepted quantities of the various types of fabric specified in the Bid Schedule will be
paid for at the contract unit price bid. No separate measurement or payment will be made for
overlap, securing pins, vinyl bonding, bituminous tack coat, etc., but shall be included in the
work.

1197.00 Soil Sterilization

Measurement: (Lump Sum) (Square Yards) - The quantity of soil sterilization shall be the actual
number of area surface square yards treated as specified in the Contract Documents. No
measurement will be made when the item in the Bid Schedule is specified as lump sum.

Payment: Accepted quantities of soil sterilization will be paid for at the contract unit price bid.
Water will not be measured and paid for separately but shall be included in the work.
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